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Passing of Our National Chaplain
Captain Byron D. Long, CHC, USNR (Ret)
1 September 1943 - 20 June 2003
or nearly nine years, we were
blessed to have Chaplain Long
serve as our National Chaplain.
He was a wonderfully caring and giving
servant of the Lord. He moved all of us
during conferences, especially when
leading us through his Memorial Litany.
If you listen, you can hear his calm,
soothing voice reach out to us:
“One of God’s greatest gifts to us is the
ability to reach back into the past and
recall the people, events, and experiences
that give framework and meaning to our

lives. We can produce vivid mental images
and even still hear voices of those whose
earthly lives have ended. Today, we gather
here for just such a purpose — to remember.”
“We are assembled here today in memory of
our departed loved ones and friends. We raise
our voices together to the Source of Life,
asking for comfort and strength.”
Although we are not assembled, let us
individually raise our voices to remember this
special servant, shipmate, and friend. May the
good Lord watch over him, and we commit our
friend’s soul to His eternal love and keeping.
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Letters -

Cont’d. from page 29

Dear Captain McAtee,
A great article on displaying the flag. I
hope you will consider capturing that
article and preserving it as a link on the
NRA Web site for future reference and use
by members.
One thing – do you have any information on the proper means of disposing of
flags that have become soiled and/or weathered? Lots of myths exist but I am unable
to locate many facts. Perhaps a topic for
another issue.
Brent Obenour
Captain, USNR
Associate Editor’s Note:
In section 8 of the Flag Code (Title 4,
United States Code, Chapter 1), disposition
of a worn flag is codified. “The flag,
when it is in such condition that it is no
longer a fitting emblem for display, should
be destroyed in a dignified way, preferably
by burning.”
Contact the local American Legion Post
for disposal of a worn flag. The flag
should be properly folded when delivered
to the Post. The American Legion Posts
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normally conduct an appropriate ceremony
(burning) for unserviceable flags on Flag
Day (14 June).
Dear Editor,
It seems like only yesterday I was sitting
at the knee of Captain Fridge Lovern
letting him think I was learning a little bit
about the Navy’s magnificent (but not
unflawed) promotional system. How proud
I was when my USNI PROCEEDINGS
article helped unlock the Officer
Summary Record for public use. [Think I
found two dozen errors (mostly minor) in
my own.]
But Dick Devault has raised promotional
analysis to a splendid new level. His
current piece (hopefully not his last) on
“Fitness Report Numerics” truly raises the
analytical limbo bar, and makes clear once
and for all that it is often the well-meaning
reporting senior (more than the reportees)
who inadvertently skew our selection
process. Thanks for all the great help,
Dick and NRA!
David L. “Navy Dave” Woods
Life member #75

Dear Captain Devault,
You are the reason I joined NRA.
Invaluable help, in depth research, and
prompt reply are hallmarks of NRA, and you
are the epitome! I can’t thank you enough
for the time you spent on researching the
Midshipman cruise point issue for me!
Bravo Zulu! Aloha,
Vic Hemmey
Captain, USNR (Ret)
Editor’s Note:
As many of you read in the Professional
Development column last month, Captain
Devault will no longer be our Director of
Professional Development. No longer will
he be traveling to NRA Headquarters each
week from his home in Rhode Island – what
a grind week after week. I couldn’t find better
words to describe Dick and his myriad
contributions to the Association than those
expressed above by Captain Hemmey. The
good news is that Captain Devault will still
be supporting us from his home, doing
record reviews and audits for our members.
I know that you would all be disappointed
if I let someone this good slip away!

